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FOREWORD
“We are honored and humbled to be
part of the emerging twenty-first
century global power system.
We believe that the future has just
begun and the best is yet to come.”

GE IS REIMAGINING THE FUTURE
OF ELECTRICITY
The global power system is in the midst of a grand
transformation. The world is transitioning from an
electricity system based primarily upon large, centralized
generation, transmission and distribution (T&D)
technologies, to one that also embraces distributed,
digitally-enhanced, and low-carbon technologies.
Traditional and emerging, physical and digital, large and
small, are all converging to create a new twenty-first
century power network. GE is leading this transformation
and co-creating the future of energy with our customers
across the globe.
This transformation is a positive development for people
and the planet. That’s because safe, efficient, reliable,
and affordable power has long been a driver of economic
growth and rising living standards. As more sustainable,
intelligent, and customizable energy solutions become
available, economic opportunities and the quality of life
will rise for millions.
The transition to this new era has already begun. For
example, over half of new power plant orders in 2016
were for renewable energy technologies; and 750,000
electric vehicles were sold in the world in 2016. However,
given the size, complexity, lifetime of electricity systems,
regulatory and technology topology, and inertia behind
the existing business, the transformation will not happen
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overnight. Furthermore, the transformation is unfolding
at varying speeds in different geographies around the
world. The pace of change and mix of energy solutions will
vary by geography.
During this transition, our strategy will be to continue
to improve traditional energy technologies, innovate
relentlessly to develop new, emerging ones, and develop a
digital platform to integrate the entire electricity system on
a common, seamless data framework. We know we can’t
do it alone — and are working with partners across the
globe to develop new technologies and business models in
order to create value for our customers and end consumers.
We believe that we have the right technologies, platforms,
people, and mindset to successfully lead this transition.
GE started the global electric power system and we have
been an integral part of it since Thomas Edison unveiled
the world’s first thermal power plant in 1882. We innovated
across the course of the twentieth century, developing
many of the power technologies that the world enjoys
today. GE technology helps create one-third of world’s
electricity, we have equipped 90 percent of power
transmission utilities worldwide, and our software helps
control 70 percent of the power grids in North America,
Africa, and the Middle East.

We have long recognized the need to embrace emerging
technologies, this is why we:
• Started investing in wind power technologies in 2002 and
have scaled this business to become a global leader.
• Enhanced our focus on clean technology across the
GE enterprise starting in 2005 with the launch of an
enterprise clean technology commercial growth initiative.
We have since invested $20 billion in technology
innovation that has generated $270 billion in revenue.
• Committed to build a world-class industrial software and
analytics capability in 2013, and have since accelerated
the digitization of all GE hardware solutions through the
development of Predix™, the operating system of the
Industrial Internet.
• Invested in and developed the 9HA.01 gas turbine, which
powered the world’s most efficient combined cycle power
plant by achieving a record 62.2 percent efficiency in 2016.
• Formed GE Ventures, a leading corporate venture
capital program to identify, invest in, and cultivate
partnerships with promising start-ups that are
innovating key technologies and business models for
the future of industry.
• Launched Current, powered by GE in 2015, which
blends technologies like LED and solar with networked
sensors and software to make commercial buildings
and industrial facilities more energy efficient and
digitally productive.
And we’re just getting started. We understand that
succeeding in this new, networked energy landscape
requires the nimbleness of a startup and the wisdom
of experience — feeding into each other and making
breakthrough outcomes possible. Hands-on experience
with customers, understanding their needs, drives
innovation, which in turn pushes them, and the industry,

forward. As we work towards making this possible, we
must balance the vision of that enticing future with the
requirements of helping our customers meet their most
pressing demands now.
As a global company serving over 180 countries, we see
ourselves as the world’s electricity company. And we don’t
just sell machines, or software, or services: we deliver
outcomes — like well-lit classrooms and automated
factories of the future. We feel a responsibility to help
power schools, factories, businesses, and homes around
the world. Our focus will remain on being a world energy
innovation leader by providing technology, solutions, and
services across the entire electricity value chain from the
point of generation to final consumption.
We are honored and humbled to be part of the emerging
twenty-first century global power system; and we believe
that the future has just begun and the best is yet to come.

Russell Stokes
President & CEO GE Power

Jérôme Pécresse
President & CEO GE Renewable Energy

Maryrose Sylvester
President & CEO Current, powered by GE
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INTRODUCTION
“The challenge over the next decade
will be to cultivate emerging
technologies while improving
traditional ones so that they can
work together in the twenty-first
century global power system.”

The world is transitioning from an electricity system based
upon traditional central generation, transmission and
distribution (T&D) technologies, to one that also embraces
emerging, distributed, digitally-enhanced and decarbonized
technologies. However, given the size, complexity, and
lifetime of electricity systems, the transformation will not
happen overnight. In fact, according to the International
Energy Agency (IEA), traditional sources — including fossil
fuels and nuclear power — still account for 77 percent of
total electricity generation; and even aggressive scenarios
don’t envision the global generation share of traditional
sources falling below two-thirds by 2030.1
We believe that the global system is evolving toward an
integrated and hybridized network that contains elements
of old and new technologies working synergistically to
provide reliable, affordable and sustainable electric power
to factories, businesses, and communities around the world.
However, the transformation is unfolding at varying speeds
in different geographies around the world. That means that
the pace of change and mix of energy solutions will vary by
geography.
Over the next decade, large, centrally-located power plants
will become increasingly efficient. Additionally, they will
be supplemented by new, often smaller, energy hardware
and software systems that are distributed throughout the
T&D system. At the same time, digital tools will become
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increasingly integrated with technologies throughout the
electricity network — in the generation plants themselves,
within fleet and system-wide control systems and within
T&D systems. This will occur against a backdrop of policies
designed to decarbonize the electric power system in
response to the growing threat of climate change.
The world is transitioning from an electricity system that
is centered upon traditional technologies, to one that
embraces emerging technologies. The challenge over the
next decade will be to cultivate emerging technologies
while improving traditional ones so that they can work
together in the twenty-first century global power system.
New and improved traditional electricity technologies
will remain a critical component of the energy mix moving
forward. Traditional technologies are complementary
to emerging technologies in many ways. We believe the
result of the blend of traditional and emerging will create
hybridization across technologies, projects and networks.
GE is going to continue to relentlessly innovate and partner
in order to shape technologies, transform markets and
revolutionize the energy landscape. The world will never
be the same. We will cultivate new technologies, while
revitalizing traditional ones so that they can work together
synergistically in the twenty-first century global power
system. Welcome to the future of electricity.

Figure 1: The Emerging Twenty-First Century Global Power System
With the addition of emerging digital and physical technologies to complement existing infrastructure,
the global electric system is evolving toward an integrated, hybridized network that provides reliable,
low-cost, sustainable electric power to communities around the world.
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THE ELECTRICITY GROWTH
IMPERATIVE
“Global electricity generation is
expected to grow by 2.3 percent per
year over the next decade. This is a
good thing for the world: increases
in global electricity use have been
positively correlated with economic
growth, rising living standards, and
better health and education.”

The modern miracle of electricity, which started in
earnest with Thomas Edison’s Pearl Street Station in 1882,
continues to be delivered to a growing number of people
around the world. From a fledgling industry near the turn
of the twentieth century, electricity has grown to become
an integral part of the modern digital economy.2 This is a
good thing for the world: increases in global energy use
over the last century have been positively correlated
with increases in economic growth, living standards, and
health.3 Modern energy services are crucial to improve
human well-being and are a vital part of every country’s
economic development.

ELECTRICITY GENERATION ON THE RISE
We estimate that total annual global electricity generation
was 24.3 thousand terawatt hours (TWh) in 2016. Looking
ahead, increasing amounts of electricity are expected to be
delivered to more people around the world. Over the next
decade, we expect global electricity generation to grow by
2.3 percent per year, reaching 30.5 thousand TWh by 2026.
That’s an aggregate electricity increase of about 26 percent
or about 6.2 thousand TWh from 2016.
There are several factors that could impact electricity
generation growth over the next decade:
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• First, more than 1 billion people are without access to
electricity and nearly 3 billion people rely on the use of
biomass for cooking. More than 95 percent of those living
without electricity are in countries in sub-Saharan Africa
and developing Asia.4 As these countries electrify, there
will be a surge in demand for electricity.
• Second, electricity use has the potential to extend
to other sectors because of new technologies and
innovations. Electric transportation vehicles provide
the clearest example. Transportation accounts for just
over 20 percent of global primary energy demand today,
but is only 1 percent electrified.5 This represents a large
opportunity for increasing electricity demand growth.
About 750,000 electric vehicles were sold in the world
in 2016, but that is projected to grow to more than 10
million per year by 2026. By 2040, over half of all vehicles
sales will be electric.6 The global electric vehicle fleet
is expected to add an additional 1,800 TWh of demand
by 2040.7 Recent announcements by the governments
of India and China about their intent to sell only electric
vehicles by 2030 has already galvanized automakers to
meet growing electric vehicle demand.8
• Third, there is a rising middle class in many regions of
the developing world, driving adoption of appliances
such as air conditioning. The electricity demand per
capita in Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) countries is more than three times
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Figure 2: Energy Use and Human Development
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Source: World Bank, United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), US Energy Information Administration (EIA).
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that in the non-OECD. Americans use sixteen times the
electricity used in India on a per capita basis.9 Economic
growth in countries such as India and Indonesia can
create rapid and significant electricity demand growth.
• Fourth, energy efficient technologies are also impacting
global electricity demand growth. As developed
regions like the U.S. and Europe switch to more efficient
lighting, HVAC and other energy-related systems, total
energy consumption is decreasing for much of the
existing commercial and industrial infrastructure. In
addition to recent technology breakthroughs, policy
drivers and soaring consumer demand for energy
efficient solutions will continue impacting total demand
growth in these regions.

THE CHANGING ENERGY MIX
Demand for electricity varies throughout the day, between
days, and seasonally, driving the need for a mix of
generation technologies that can most affordably provide
desired system reliability. Reducing discretionary loads
during peak periods and increasing use of energy storage
technologies to shift supply to periods of peak demand will
have implications for the energy mix moving forward.
Other factors impacting the regional energy mix include
domestic supply of various fuel sources, the desire for
energy independence, impact on local jobs, local policies
and incentives, seasonal load variation, and the affordability
of electricity for residents and companies in that region.
Balancing the trilemma of affordable, reliable, and more
sustainable power takes on very different implications in
different regions and locations around the world.
Our expectation is that generation will increase from all
fuel sources to varying degrees, with the exception of
oil. We believe coal will experience slow growth as larger,
centrally-located power plants are still brought online
to meet growing demand, especially in developing Asia.
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Natural gas generation will increase as new gas-fired
power plants are deployed both to meet growing
demand and to provide flexibility and grid firming within
systems that are increasingly reliant on variable solar
and wind power. Generation from new renewable
resources will grow at a faster rate.

REGIONAL HOT SPOTS
The combination of rapidly growing economies in Asia and
the increase in electrification throughout the developing
world is pushing electricity demand growth eastward and
south, away from the traditional growth centers of North
America and Europe. Growth in North America is slower
than historical growth, and growth expectations in many
European countries have significantly diminished. This is
part of the new hybrid — a bifurcated growth environment
split along geographic lines based on the stage of economic
and energy system development.
The highest absolute levels of electricity generation growth
are expected to occur in China, India, the United States,
Brazil, and Indonesia in that order. China alone accounts for
33 percent of total generation growth. With the exception of
the United States, all of these top countries are developing
economies. The United States maintains a top spot because
it is expected to grow at a faster economic rate relative
to other developed countries and has a higher relative
population growth rate. Beyond the top five, Vietnam, Saudi
Arabia, and Mexico are also expected to experience strong
electricity growth.

DRIVING THE TRANSFORMATION
During the transition, GE is leading the effort to address
the world’s current and future electricity needs in the face
of a global recalibration of electricity demand growth. As a
global company that operates across the electricity value
network from generation to delivery, we can help support
growth across the electricity value chain anywhere around
the world. Because of our depth and breadth, no other
global player is as well-positioned to compete in this new
global environment. We have the core technology platforms
and can execute at the global scale.

“The electric transportation
revolution has begun. Over
2 million electric passenger
vehicles are on the road globally
today; this figure is expected
to rise to 500 million in the
next twenty-five years.”

Electrification will drive demand for central and distributed
power generation, T&D, and new digital capabilities. GE is
investing in a scalable digital platform that will provide an
integrated solution for microgrids, storage, peer-to-peer
transactions, and electricity transportation. To achieve
this, we are planning to build a partner network to span
the electricity and transportation sectors, which includes
automakers, digital vehicle control providers, and vehicleto-grid solutions. This network will enhance GE’s value
proposition to both utilities and consumers by enabling new
services and creating opportunities for innovation.

Energy Efficiency
Increasing Electricity Access
Recognizing the importance of emerging trends
such as increasing electricity access will create new
opportunities moving forward. GE has long supported
the electricity needs in the developing regions by
partnering with local governments to design electricity
systems that provide generation from steam turbines,
gas turbines, or reciprocating engines, and by building
out the T&D grid in some cases.

GE has continued its extensive history as a global
lighting industry leader by investing in more efficient
LED technology, and in recent years has begun exploring
additional efficiency solutions like onsite solar and storage.
We are working closely with large commercial and industrial
energy users across North America and Europe to maximize
their energy efficiency opportunities and install new
sensors and software that will help customers continue
optimizing their building environments for years to come.

GE has also been actively addressing this emerging
segment through the development of microgrid solutions.10
Using a solar-energy storage-reciprocating engine microgrid
with a proprietary hybrid controller, GE has deployed
pre-fabricated, containerized microgrids in Africa and Asia.
We are actively pursuing the off-grid space to help position
GE for long-term growth in the emerging markets, applying
lessons learned along the way.

Electrification of Transportation
The electric transportation revolution is underway. Over 2
million electric passenger vehicles are on the road globally
today. This figure is expected to rise to 500 million in the
next twenty-five years.11 China alone boasts over 200,000
buses on the road today.12 Furthermore, delivery companies
are investing heavily in electrification; and Tesla, Mercedes,
and Cummins all have announced their intent to produce
heavy-duty electric vehicles within the year.
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Figure 3: Change in Electricity Generation by Source for Top 12 Countries (2016–2026)
Increasing amounts of electricity are expected to be delivered to more people around the world. Between 2016 and 2026, global
electricity demand is expected to grow by 2.3 percent per year, reaching approximately 30.5 thousand TWh by 2026. The highest
absolute level of electricity generation growth is expected to occur in China, India, the United States, Brazil, and Indonesia.
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Source: GE
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ELECTRICITY REIMAGINED

The magnitude and location of electricity demand growth
isn’t the only thing that is transforming in the twenty-first
century power landscape. At the highest level, change is
being driven by three powerful trends: the emergence of
digital technologies, the arrival of increasingly affordable
distributed power technologies, and decarbonization
through the maturation of renewable energy and energy
efficiency options. The convergence of these three drivers
is creating a crucible of transformation that will remake the
global power landscape in ways that were once unimagined.
These drivers are also changing the composition of
electricity customers as new customers are emerging
with different needs and preferences. The transformation
of electricity is a positive development between people
and the planet: increasingly affordable, reliable, more
sustainable, and customizable power solutions are now
at our fingertips. Indeed, the continued dynamism of the
global electric power system is part of the beauty of what
Edison started in 1882.

DECENTRALIZATION
GE has long recognized and been a part of the trend toward
smaller, decentralized power systems that meet on-site
electricity needs as opposed to traditional centrally-located
power plants that distribute electricity to customers
through vast T&D networks.13 This is partially because
the trend has been driven by technology innovations by
GE and other manufacturers of generation equipment
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less than 100 megawatts (MW). Known collectively as
distributed power technologies, aeroderivative turbines
and reciprocating engines and solar PV systems are being
deployed throughout transmission networks and in remote
locations in increasing volumes. Continued policy support
for distributed solar PV systems combined with recent
innovations and cost declines have given this trend new
urgency, and adoption rates for solar in commercial and
industrial facilities are increasing at a rapid pace.
Traditional diesel and natural gas reciprocating engines,
including GE’s Jenbacher and Waukesha product lines,
continue to experience efficiency improvements. Their
small size and dependability make them the generator of
choice in many applications around the world, particularly
in remote applications. Furthermore, small gas turbines
continue to show improved performance. Introduced by
GE in 1959, the technology has been progressively refined
to improve performance and flexibility. In 2016, industry
orders for distributed reciprocating engines and gas
turbines reached 45 gigawatts (GW).14
Another advantageous aspect of distributed power systems
is their ability to meet the heating, cooling or steam needs
of end-users. Many industrial processes require heat as
well as electricity as an input into production. Distributed,
on-site generators such as reciprocating engines, steam
turbines, and gas turbines can supply multiple products to
meet customers’ power, heating, cooling and steam needs.
When operating in combined heat and power (CHP) or
trigeneration mode, distributed technologies exhibit total
efficiencies approaching 90 percent. There is a vast global
market for so-called “combined heat and power” (CHP)
projects. According to IEA, CHP represents 9 percent of the
global power generation today. In addition, CHP is a cleaner
energy solution for campuses, islands, and cities that can
be aggregated in microgrids with advanced digital tools.
Another important part of the decentralization movement
is the role of increasingly affordable, modular energy
storage solutions such as batteries. These solutions
enable distributed power systems to store energy from
variable generation sources and discharge at periods of

peak demand. The ability to time shift enables smaller,
distributed systems like solar PV to meet a broader
spectrum of on- and off-grid customer needs.

DIGITIZATION
The concept of the Internet of Things (IoT) was first developed
in 1994. The basic idea was to affix sensors to common
objects to connect these items to the Internet. By 2010,
improvements in information technologies enabled the IoT to
be applied to industrial machinery. This led to the Industrial
Internet. The Industrial Internet opens up a range of
applications and potential for optimization across industries.
For electricity in particular, Industrial Internet applications
have been developed to operate and control T&D networks,
to improve the performance of individual and fleets of
power plants, and to optimize hybrid microgrid systems. The
marriage of the physical and the digital across industries is
revolutionizing how machines work and providing cost and
resource savings. Recent analysis by GE and Intel suggests
that if just a handful of digital solutions are scaled globally,
annual carbon dioxide emissions could be reduced by up
to 823 million metric tonnes (mt), equivalent to roughly 45
percent of U.S. power emissions in 2015.15
Just as individual control systems are critical to the
optimal operation of individual assets, digital solutions can
now integrate entire power plants and energy systems to
maximize their overall efficiency. This approach will grow
in importance as assets operating on the grid face growing
economic pressure to operate efficiently and economically.
As modern energy systems become increasingly
hybridized, digitization will become increasingly important
to integrate the energy system at the T&D level. In the
last decade, there have been increasing efforts to apply
information technologies to the grid in order to make it
smart or intelligent.
These efforts have accelerated recently with the growth of the
Industrial Internet and a new digital grid is starting to emerge,
led by GE. The digitization of energy also provides new options
for energy efficiency technologies. Sensor-based lighting, smart
controls, and a wide variety of new software technologies
are helping commercial buildings, retail stores and industrial
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facilities transform into intelligent environments. These new
kinds of Industrial Internet applications are providing an
opportunity to deploy more energy efficient technology within
the context of a larger digital productivity ecosystem.

DECARBONIZATION
GE agrees with the worldwide consensus that has
emerged among the majority of the scientific community,
business leaders, politicians, and the public who believe
climate change is an imminent and serious threat that
can be addressed through decarbonization of the global
energy system. This is a serious and pressing global
issue as world carbon dioxide emissions continue to
grow at a record pace.16
The recognition of the potential consequences of
climate change has created political pressure to enact
decarbonization policies in countries across the globe. In
the United States gross U.S. greenhouse gas emissions have
actually fallen 5 percent over the past 20 years due to the
transition from coal to gas, wind, and solar.17
At the Paris Climate Conference in 2015, 195 countries
agreed to cut carbon dioxide emissions and review progress
every five years. Beyond climate-specific policies, a broad
set of associated policies have been implemented in the
last two decades, which have already led to sustained
decarbonization of the global electricity system, which
produces 42 percent of global carbon dioxide emissions.
Among the most notable policies are renewable portfolio
standards in the United States, feed-in tariffs in Europe
and a potpourri of other subsidies and tax incentives for
low-carbon generation sources across the globe.
These policies have proven to be advantageous for
renewable energy technologies. However, the drive to
decarbonize hasn’t simply been about policy push —
innovation is also creating technology pull. Over the last
decade, the reliability, cost and performance of renewable
energy technologies such as wind power have improved
dramatically. For example, wind power costs have fallen by
two-thirds since 2005, dropping from as high as $150/MWh
in 2005 to less than $50/MWh today.18
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These improvements have been driven primarily by
innovation by GE and other manufacturers which has
enabled the installed cost of wind turbines to decline even
as greater amounts of electricity are squeezed from a
single turbine. The installed cost of solar has declined by 58
percent over the past five years.19 Solar PV cost reductions
have been the result of a combination of innovation and the
rapid expansion of global solar PV manufacturing capacity.
The result of both policy push and innovation pull toward
decarbonization has been the rapid growth of renewable
energy technologies. In 2016, 155 GW of renewable orders
were placed, of which 74 were solar and 65 were wind,
outperforming thermal orders for the first time with a
55 percent share of the total global orders.

THE TRANSITION BEGINS
Decentralization, digitization, and decarbonization aren’t
the only factors driving energy transformation. Changes in
consumer behavior, regulatory and policy changes, changes
in fuel availability and prices, and growing environmental
constraints are also contributing. The combined effect of
these factors has already changed current global energy
investment patterns and shifted expectations around the
future electricity mix.
This shift is already reflected in the investment numbers.
According to the International Energy Agency (IEA), total
global power sector investment in 2016 was $717 billion.
Renewables and T&D investments accounted for 80
percent. The other 20 percent was allocated between
fossil fuel power plants and nuclear power.20
Energy efficiency investments are also on the rise globally.
Total energy efficiency investment in 2016 was $231 billion.
Growth was strongest in China, which accounted for 62
percent of total global energy efficiency investments.21
Investments in building efficiency technologies and systems
accounted for 57 percent of the global total.22

Figure 4: Decentralization, Digitization, and Decarbonization
Three primary drivers are transforming the global energy system: decentralization, digitization, and
decarbonization. Together, these factors are shifting the world’s power mix toward smaller, cleaner,
intelligent technologies. This is occurring against the backdrop of the long-standing need for electric
utilities to provide affordable, reliable, and sustainable power options.

ENERGY SYSTEM TRANSFORMATION
Movement toward a digitally enhanced system with low-carbon centralized and distributed technologies.

DECENTRALIZATION

DECARBONIZATION

The distribution of small-scale generation
throughout the T&D network.

The rapid deployment of low-carbon
technologies such as wind and solar.

DIGITIZATION
The addition of intelligent control systems and Internetenabled software to optimize plants and the grid.

Source: GE
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Energy storage is also garnering investment and becoming
an increasingly important part of the electricity picture to
complement wind and solar generation. Fifty-two gigawatts
of hydro pumped storage plants are expected to be ordered
through 2026 to complement wind and solar generation.
Nuclear, coal and gas-fired technologies remain an
important — and in some geographies — growing part of
the electric power mix. These traditional sources provide
dependable baseload and peak power as a complement to
increasing amounts of variable renewables. Indeed, fossil
fuel generation investments were $111 billion in 2015, the
highest level in two decades, and 14 GW of new nuclear
power plants were ordered in 2016, their highest level
since Fukushima.
Natural gas also helps meet decarbonization goals relative
to other fossil fuels, either as a stand-alone option or
hybridized with other low-carbon technologies. The role of
natural gas in electricity systems will continue to increase,
particularly as gas supplies increase around the world.
Gas-fired electricity is rightly viewed across the globe as a
low-carbon solution that governments can use to achieve
aggressive decarbonization goals.
Gas generation is also growing, in part, because the
infrastructure networks that connect supply and demand
are becoming more diverse and expanding around the
world. Gas network growth and new supply options
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“Energy efficiency, renewable
energy, and digital technologies
have become a key part of the
mix. Their importance will only
increase in the years ahead.”
like shale gas, coupled with technology innovation, are
contributing to creating greater network density, greater
flexibility, and improved economics. Gas generation
growth is also being driven by selective coal and nuclear
retirements in the developed world.
Furthermore, as generation from variable resources such
as wind and solar increases there will be a growing need
for technologies that can flexibly co-dispatch around
variable generating resources. Renewable energy and
natural gas had historically competed for electricity market
share, but as renewable generation increases there is a
growing body of evidence that indicates that natural gas
and renewables are complementary options that should be
used synergistically.
The dual drives toward decentralization and
decarbonization will limit coal development to growing
regions that need large blocks of power to provide
fundamental services to growing populations and
economies, and where coal is a low-cost, indigenous fuel.
The need for this type of power is greatest in the countries
with the highest levels of expected electricity growth —

the geographic hot spots. Thus, the growth of coal-fired
capacity is expected to be centered in the developing world
within countries like China, India, Indonesia, and Vietnam.
As for nuclear power, China briefly paused their nuclear
program after Fukushima but has since restarted
construction. They are now expected to account for
approximately 60 percent of total global orders over the
next decade. Other countries that are expected to place
orders over the next 10 years include Finland, Hungary,
Poland, Turkey, UK, Kazakhstan, Russia, Egypt, Pakistan,
South Africa, Argentina, Mexico, and Bangladesh. Nuclear
generation accounts for slightly more than 10 percent
of the global total today, and it is expected to remain at
approximately 10 percent over the next ten years.
In light of these dynamics, GE sees a future electricity
mix that includes all fuels and technologies. Total
orders over the next decade are expected to be roughly
equivalent to the historical average level of 300 GW
per year. However, the mix will shift toward both
centralized and distributed renewables as their cost
competitiveness continues to improve.

DRIVING THE TRANSFORMATION
To enable this transformation, since 2005, GE
Ecomagination has focused its innovation on the cleaner
technology space by investing $20 billion in solutions that
have since generated $270 billion in revenue. Innovation

at GE is led by two global research centers, which deliver
technology innovations by mapping science to customer
value, accelerating differentiated, cost-effective technology
into our products, and exploring the edge of technical
feasibility. Our efforts around innovation have enabled us to
expand our portfolio of products and services to thrive in a
transforming energy landscape.
As the transformation continues, it will become increasingly
important to offer the most competitive technologies to
the market. Our strategy is to intensify and diversify our
innovation efforts through our Global Research Centers, GE
Ventures, and capital allocation in innovation across the
company; and find the right innovation partners to win in
this new era of transformation.

The Drive to Digitize
Data and analytics are the new currency for the energy
industry. Digital technologies play a role across energy
asset lifecycle management, grid optimization, integrated
customer services, and customized consumer services.
According to some estimates, an incremental $2 trillion of
value can be unlocked across the electricity value chain
as a result of digitization.23 GE Digital will be a big part of
the digital wave across the electricity system. In 2013,
GE announced its commitment to developing industrial
software and analytics, and, in 2015, GE released Predix,
the world’s first operating system for the Industrial Internet.
Predix enables companies to connect machines, data and
people in a single, cloud-based platform supported by an
unmatched ecosystem of technologies and partners.
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Figure 5: Here Comes the Sun
Over the last decade, an average of 300 GW per year of electric capacity was ordered, 60 percent of which was fossil and nuclear power.
Over the next decade, although the absolute level of orders will be roughly the same, this time 60 percent will come from renewables.
The most significant change will be the rise of solar power as the technology with the greatest number of orders over the next decade.
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TOTAL 2,920

Source: GE

GE is using Predix to create digital replicas of physical assets
called Digital Twins. Digital Twins build a bridge between the
physical and digital words and provide an understanding
of each unique asset over time. Digital Twins can be
used across generation technologies and fleets of power
plants for asset performance management, operations
optimization, and business optimization. GE has embedded
Digital Twins in our Digital Power Plant, Digital Wind, Digital
Solar and Digital Hydro applications to help customers
increase plant output while decreasing operating costs
and environmental impact.24 Predix is also the software
framework for GE’s digital grid solutions, which digitize T&D
assets, help grids adjust proactively to their environment,
and optimize T&D performance and operations.
GE’s digital solutions are showing the world what’s possible
when software and hardware are combined. For example:
• Exelon, an energy company that provides electricity to
millions of customers in the United States, announced it
would roll out Predix across its entire generation fleet.
This fleet includes nuclear, wind, solar, hydroelectric
and natural gas power. Building off of the success of this
collaboration, we’ll be expanding Predix across Exelon’s
electricity T&D network nationwide. The implementation
of machine learning-based analytics will increase the
reliability and efficiency of the electrical grid for more
than 10 million customers.
• In Pakistan, GE helped Engro improve operational
reliability at its 217 MW Powergen Qadirpur plant with
our Digital Power Plant solution. We’re building on
this success with a 10-year agreement to roll out our
Asset Performance Management solution to enhance
performance at six power plants across Pakistan and
Nigeria. The plants are expected to generate up to a
combined total of 1,600 MW and are equipped with both
GE and non-GE power generation equipment.
• JPMorgan Chase is currently in its second phase of an
ongoing collaboration with Current, powered by GE, to
install new energy management and digital technologies
that will increase the energy efficiency of roughly 4,500

Chase branches across the U.S. To date, approximately
3,000 branches have been retrofitted with LED lighting,
helping cut lighting energy consumption by 50 percent
— the equivalent of taking nearly 27,000 cars off the
road. Current’s digital infrastructure will also help those
branches reduce total energy consumption by 15 percent
and water usage by 20 percent.

Accelerating Decarbonization
Combining onshore and offshore wind, and hydro, GE
Renewable Energy has installed more than 370 GW
capacity globally to make the world work better and
cleaner. Tailored solutions range from single component
to full turnkey power plants. Taking advantage of
long-standing engineering, procurement and construction
(EPC) experience, GE Renewable Energy offers project
management capabilities. GE Renewable Energy’s
portfolio of onshore wind turbines feature rated capacities
from 1.7 MW up to 4.8 MW. Developed for all offshore
conditions, our 6 MW direct drive wind turbine combines
proven technology and innovation, and we are focusing on
innovations that can drive the cost of wind lower still and
increase our competitive advantage in the market. GE’s
hydro turbines and generators represent nearly 30 percent
of the total installed capacity worldwide.
GE Power has long provided solar power equipment such
as inverters. Furthermore, since 2013, GE has provided
packaged solar power solutions to commercial, industrial,
and utility customers. GE sources panels from best-in-class
third-party manufacturers to provide customers with the
most competitive packages. Recognizing the growing need
for energy storage solutions in this era of transformation,
GE’s energy storage solutions help customers provide
flexibility across the grid by combining our expertise in plant
controls, power electronics, hydro pumped storage plants,
and a variety of battery and enclosure technologies — all
backed by GE performance guarantees.

Covering the Continuum
GE has traditionally provided large-scale power
plant solutions starting at 100 MW and scaling up to
multi-gigawatt power plants. Continuous innovation has
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made these machines among the most efficient, flexible,
and low-emitting in the world. For example, the 9HA high
efficiency, air-cooled gas turbine is an industry leader, and
now it is at the heart of the world’s most efficient combinedcycle power plant. With two available models — the 9HA.01
at 446 MW and the 9HA.02 at 544 MW — customers can
select the right capacity to meet their generation needs.
GE Steam Power Systems puts a century of expertise to
work every day, with local teams in more than 70 countries
around the world. In growing economies like India, China,
Latin America, Southeast Asia, or Africa, this means
affordable power, local jobs, and better infrastructure.
Our steam turbines equip 4 percent of the world’s
combined-cycle plants, 30 percent of fossil power plants,
and 50 percent of the world’s nuclear power plants. GE’s
steam turbine portfolio spans across all fuels, from gas
and coal to nuclear applications. GE’s world class steam
turbine portfolio is playing a critical role supplying steam
turbines for customers in regions with the need for efficient
intermediate dispatch and baseload power solutions.
With size ranges from 100 kW to 10 MW, GE’s reciprocating
engine fleet is an ideal component of remote or
grid-connected microgrid systems in the increasing number
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of regions with access to natural gas. GE’s renewable
energy solutions also span the continuum with turnkey
solar PV offerings in the kW range and large, offshore wind
turbines as large as 6 MW each. With size ranges from 34
to 115 MW, aeroderivatives are an essential part of the
generation picture for utilities that need to add power
incrementally or customers who want to add clean, efficient
and flexible power rapidly.
GE’s Grid Solutions business plays a key part in enabling the
transformation by providing the network backbone for the
digital grid of the future. Grid Solutions, a GE Alstom joint
venture, serves customers globally in approximately 80
countries. Grid Solutions has equipped 90 percent of power
transmission utilities worldwide, bringing power reliably
and efficiently from the point of generation to end power
consumers. GE is leveraging over 100 years of experience
providing advanced products and services enabling more
resilient, efficient power grids.

Intelligent Environments
Energy efficiency is on the rise as businesses across the
globe transition to LED lighting. GE expects the majority of
the 5.6 million commercial buildings in the United States to
be retrofitted with more efficient lighting and controls in the

next decade, reducing lighting-related energy consumption
by approximately 50 percent per site. While the immediate
goal is energy efficiency, this transition presents
longer-term opportunities that require a holistic approach.
Current, powered by GE, is leading the intelligent
environments charge by coupling more efficient devices
with energy management systems and digital productivity
tools that integrate connected network data with a
building’s vital systems — such as HVAC, lighting and
refrigeration — to deliver actionable data intelligence.
Current works with a broad ecosystem of digital technology
partners to deliver software applications that address
a range of building-related challenges. These intelligent
buildings can respond to real-time conditions, enhancing
long-term energy savings while simultaneously delivering
ancillary benefits like improved space utilization and higher
employee productivity.

Hybrid Solutions
There is another important element to GE’s strategy.
There is a tremendous amount of value to be unlocked
by integrating technologies into hybrid power systems
tied together through digital control systems. Hybrid
technologies — like batteries and solar PV — can enable

the creation of power systems that work together
seamlessly to provide capabilities that individual
technologies cannot.
GE was a first-mover in battery-integrated generation
technologies with the Brilliant Wind Turbine™ in 2013. The
integrated battery enabled short-term energy storage as
part of the wind turbine package and demonstrated the
value of coupling a variable generation technology with
energy storage to reduce costs, improve reliability and
increase performance.
GE took another step forward by deploying the LM6000
Hybrid Electric Gas Turbine (EGT) in 2017. Integrating a
battery storage system with the LM6000 aeroderivative
gas turbine enables contingency (spinning) reserve
without fuel-burn between demand events. It also enables
high speed regulation, primary frequency response, and
voltage support with the combined response of the
gas turbine and battery storage system. We recently
supplied the world’s first battery-gas turbine hybrid
system to Southern California Edison. This award-winning
innovation is cutting greenhouse gas emissions and air
pollution by 60 percent and saves two million gallons of
water annually.
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“As this transformation unfolds, we
believe the key is to provide the full
range of solutions to meet customer
needs. We don’t believe there is one
single solution or winning
technology. Customers and their
needs are too diverse.”

Given technology advances that are making a range of
emerging technology options increasingly economical, and
the inherent interrelationships between technologies like
solar PV or gas turbines and batteries, it is clear that hybrid
solutions are going to be an important part of the electricity
picture moving forward.
As this transition unfolds over the next decade, we believe
the key is to provide the full range of solutions to meet
customer needs. We don’t believe there is one single
solution or winning technology. Customers and their needs
are too diverse, fuel and technology economics vary by
location, and policy and regulatory frameworks differ
markedly from country to country.
Our focus will remain on being a world leader in providing
energy technology solutions and services across the entire
electricity value chain from the point of generation to
consumption. To serve this need, we have moved to a more
horizontal portfolio and we are continuously exploring
opportunities to investigate new technologies, develop
new business models and establish the right local and
global partnerships. We know that success in the midst of
transformation will require creativity, and the flexibility to
learn quickly and pivot in order to win.
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CUSTOMERS AND
COMPETITORS
“Both customers and competitors
are adapting to the energy
transformation. Traditional
customers will need GE’s support
as they reimagine their businesses,
and new ones will need the
solutions and know-how that only
GE can provide.”

As a result of the energy transition we have not only
seen new market dynamics and the entrance of new
technologies — we have also witnessed the emergence
and transformation of business models. Independent
Power Producers (IPPs) have emerged, introducing the
new technologies to markets through Power Purchase
Agreements (PPAs).
The energy transition is not just a challenging environment
for global equipment suppliers, it is also disruptive to
electricity utilities and other power aggregators across
the globe that have traditionally provided power to their
end-use customers using centrally-located power plants.
The emergence of renewable energy, energy efficiency,
distributed power, and digitization is changing how utilities
do business.
The competitive landscape is also undergoing change.
GE’s traditional competitors in the electricity industry
were other global equipment manufacturers. These
competitors are also facing decentralization, digitization
and decarbonization, and many are transforming their
businesses and seeking new partnerships to extend into
emerging areas.

TRADITIONAL AND EMERGING
CUSTOMERS
GE’s traditional customers, electric utilities, are in the midst
of adapting to a transforming environment. Several factors
are creating challenges for this group:
• Increasing renewable energy is creating variability
challenges and changing the nature of electricity load,
changing the energy and capacity needs of electricity
systems.
• The rise in energy efficiency technologies is creating
diminished — and sometimes — negative demand
growth in an industry that has historically experienced
consistently growing electricity demand.
• Increases in distributed power technologies are changing
the nature of the T&D network and placing stress on a
system that was not designed for two-way power flows.
• The drive to digitize is creating large investment
requirements and uncertain system impacts.
• Independent Power Producers are developing and holding
generation assets.
• Power Purchase Agreements have changed the way
power is marketed and locks PPA off-takers into terms
over several years.
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• New technologies have different competitive dynamics —
less differentiation, lower barriers to entry, and reduced
ongoing service requirements.
As a result, many electric utilities are restructuring. Some
are bolstering their core businesses, others are launching
new businesses centered on emerging technologies. Others
are still determining the course forward in the face of new
customer needs and changing demand patterns.
A new class of customers has emerged that is either
directly supplying end-users with distributed energy
resources via the existing T&D network and PPAs, directly
at the home, business, or factory, or is developing smaller,
community and campus microgrid projects to meet
end-user requirements. These new entrants represent an
opportunity for traditional equipment suppliers, such as GE,
because they often need technology and expertise.

THE EVOLVING COMPETITIVE
LANDSCAPE
The competitive landscape is also undergoing a
metamorphosis. Traditional players are engaging in
strenuous efforts to maintain or gain share in the midst of
the energy transition. Many are reorganizing to drive down
costs like GE. Others have made strategic acquisitions into
emerging areas such as distributed power.

such that customer needs, technologies, and the operating
environment are too complex for electricity equipment
manufacturers to only supply machines. Instead, traditional
players are now expanding along the supply chain — from
equipment manufacturing to project development and
financing — to seek out profit pools and stack margins to
profitably meet customer needs. The solar PV market is a
good example of how traditional strategies must transform.
Much of the value in supplying solar PV to customers lies in
technology integration, project development, and financing
— not equipment manufacturing.
We see further evolution in the presence of new players
focused on digital technologies and new power systems
such as energy storage. Traditional IT and back-room
players such as IBM and SAP are partnering or developing
capacities for the Industrial Internet that are rapidly
maturing. These competitors are partnering and releasing
new solutions. Other entrants are using digital technologies
to offer new services in new ways to existing fleets.
Additionally, a new set of players is moving into the power
space by offering new energy solutions like batteries and
distributed power systems because barriers of entry are
low. For both types of new competitors, the objectives are
the same: supply new products and services that are not
being provided by traditional equipment manufacturers.

DRIVING THE TRANSFORMATION
All traditional players are challenged to expand services. In
a transforming energy environment, generation patterns of
technologies are changing — and sometimes declining — as
a new mix emerges that relies upon a blend of central and
distributed, dispatchable and variable. GE itself has been
impacted by the change in services. Our F-class gas turbines
are often operating at lower than expected capacity factors
around the world. At the same time, GE’s newer H-class
gas turbines have yet to reach their first services outages.
The net result is a temporary drop in total services until the
H-class turbines reach their first service outages.
Another way that the competitive landscape is evolving
is where manufacturers participate along the electricity
value network. In many cases, the landscape has evolved

GE’s approach to meeting evolving customer needs has
been to expand by offering new products and services,
while creating new partnerships and alliances to serve both
existing and new customers.

A Holistic Approach
Consistent with our 125-year history, GE is adopting a
holistic approach by partnering with our customers to
understand their challenges and explore potential solutions.
This involves bringing the best that we have to offer to
the table, from technical expertise to technology-specific
know-how. There’s no better way to help our customers
thrive and win in an uncertain world.
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Figure 6: GE Ventures Investment Portfolio
GE Ventures finds opportunities in disruptive technologies and business models that are shaping the
future of energy. By both investing in start-ups and creating new business, GE Ventures expands the
ecosystem of suppliers, partners, and customers.
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Distributed Power
GE has continued to focus on the distributed power
space through our power offerings in our aeroderivative,
Jenbacher, and Waukesha product lines. After over a
decade of being an integral part of the solar PV market
through our inverter offerings, GE now offers customers
turnkey solar PV project development. We have carefully
selected a range of solar PV equipment suppliers to offer
our customers best-in-class technologies at the most
competitive prices. All of these offerings are provided
across customer classes, from existing utility customers to
new commercial and industrial customers.

“We believe that leaning into the
future is about helping traditional
and new customers thrive.
To do this, we engage the entire
GE enterprise.”

GE Digital
GE Digital was built organically starting in 2013 to meet
the needs of customers and to provide GE with world-class
capabilities in Industrial Internet software that are
unmatched by IT competitors. Digital offerings are newly
embedded across our generation and T&D offerings. Along
the way, we have created a world-class digital ecosystem by
partnering with Apple, Amazon, and Microsoft.

GE Ventures
GE Ventures finds opportunities in disruptive technologies
and business models that are shaping the future of energy.
By both investing in start-ups and creating new business,
GE Ventures expands the ecosystem of suppliers, partners,
and customers. With respect to electricity, Ventures is
focused on three primary investment themes: electricity
disruption, application disruption, and connected industrial
technologies. Each of these themes play a key role in the
global energy transition. Ventures has an active investment
portfolio that includes companies that span the range from
electricity generation optimization to intelligent buildings.
This investment portfolio provides GE with the means to
explore strategic opportunities with emerging companies
that can successfully develop products and services
well-suited to the emerging energy landscape.

As we embrace the future, through the various functions
of GE Ventures, we will evaluate and drive implementation
of new business models to create pull-through for our own
products and capture greater value, and establish strategic
partnerships to go faster and gain advantages.

The GE Store
Leaning into the future is about helping both traditional and
new customers thrive. To do this, we engage the entire GE
enterprise, what we call the GE Store. The GE Store is the
transfer of technology, talent, expertise, and connections
through GE’s diverse network of businesses and markets.
We drive competitive advantage through the GE Store
because it means that every business in GE can share
and access the same technology, markets, structure, and
intellect.
Through the GE Store we are able to scale processes,
knowledge, and, most importantly, our technology to
innovate faster across multiple industries. From additive
manufacturing to the Digital Twins to connected controls,
the ability we have to scale technologies and apply them
across everything from wind turbines to offshore oil rigs to
aircraft engines is incredibly powerful.
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Figure 7: The GE Store
In the end, leaning into the future is about helping traditional and new customers thrive.
To do this, we engage the entire GE enterprise, what we call the GE Store. The GE Store is
the transfer of technology, talent, expertise, and connections through GE’s diverse
network of businesses and markets.
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POSITIONED TO WIN

The transition that is currently underway is upending
traditional technologies and business models. It is creating
pressures and opportunities across the energy industry.
There is a fundamental reordering of the position and role
of traditional technologies and systems as a new, digitallyenhanced and fully integrated power system emerges.
GE’s existing and emerging competitors are partnering
and releasing new solutions in response. Our traditional
utility customers are also facing pressure. Many are under
duress as they cope with the emergence of distributed
power solutions, renewable energy, and the rise of energy
efficiency, which is diminishing their growth expectations.
The passage from old to new is always disruptive and
contains uncertainties.
Given the size, complexity, lifetime of electricity systems,
and inertia behind the existing business, regulatory and
technology topology, the transformation will not happen
overnight. Furthermore, the transformation is unfolding
at varying speeds in different geographies around the
world. The pace of change in California and Germany
is very different from that in India or Indonesia. That
means that the right timing and mix of energy solutions
will vary by geography.
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GE is positioned to win in this environment through our
continuous investment in innovation, which has created
a stream of new opportunities and offerings that unlock
new value in the transformed electricity system. We are
maintaining our focus on fortifying our core technology
and service offerings by making them more intelligent,
efficient, and flexible in order to thrive in an integrated
energy network.
Furthermore, we have expanded our portfolio to include
battery integrated systems, off-shore wind offerings,
integrated solar PV and wind plant offerings, and new
renewable technologies to enable us to go bigger into
this tremendous growth area. We are maintaining our
commitment to energy efficiency through Current, powered
by GE. Finally, we are connecting technologies and
consumers on smart, bi-directional electricity highways,
safely and securely transporting electrons and data. This
enables us to focus on customers that want to generate
and manage their own power on-site.
As this transition unfolds, we believe the key is to provide
the full range of solutions to meet customer needs. Indeed,
we don’t believe there is one single solution or winning
technology. Customers and their needs are too diverse,

fuel and technology economics vary by location, and
policy and regulatory frameworks differ markedly from
country to country.
To serve this need we have moved to a more horizontal
portfolio and are focused on bringing the most competitive
products to market. We are continuously exploring
opportunities to investigate new technologies, develop
new business models that pull through our products and
allow us to capture greater value, and establish the right
local and global partnerships to allow us to succeed. We
know that success in the midst of transformation will
require creativity, and the flexibility to learn quickly and
pivot in order to win.

“We understand that creativity
and flexibility will be the keys
to successful adaptation in this
new era. We believe that we
have the right technologies,
platforms, people, and
mindset to successfully lead
this transition.”

We understand that creativity and flexibility will be the
keys to successful adaptation in this new era. In this
environment, our mission will be to continue to aggressively
cultivate new technologies, while improving legacy
technologies so that they can work together, synergistically,
in the emerging twenty-first century global power system.
We believe that we have the right technologies, platforms,
people, and mindset to successfully lead this transition.
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ENDNOTES

1

IEA’s New Policies Scenario estimates that
fossil and nuclear sources to account for
67 percent of global generation in 2030.
(IEAf 2016)

2

In the United States, starting with the first

13 See (Owens, The Rise of Distributed
Power 2014).
14 (Diesel and Gas Turbine Worldwide 2017)

1882, electricity consumption increased to

15 For insight on the relationship between the

5.9 million kilowatthours (kWh) in 1910 and to

Industrial Internet and resource use see

75.4 million kWh in 1927 (Hein 2003). In Europe,

(Owens, Frodl and Wayman, et al. 2017)

efforts, followed by France, Switzerland and
the United Kingdom.

16 A new report from the United Nations World
Meteorological Organization warns that global
carbon dioxide levels rose at the fastest rate

The United Nations Development Programme

ever measured in 2016 (World Meteorological

(UNDP) has done extensive work to

Organization 2017).

understand the history and status of human
development in individual countries around
the world. UNDP’s annual human development
report ranks countries by their Human

17 (United States Environmental Protection
Agency 2017)
18 See (Owens, The Renewable Power Era 2016)

Development Index (HDI) — a composite

for a discussion of renewable power

statistic of life expectancy, education, and

innovation.

per capital income indicators that is useful
for understanding the role that energy

19 BNEF NEO 2017

plays in advancing human development

20 (IEAe 2016)

(United Nations Development Programme

21 (IEAe 2017)

(UNDP) 2016).
4

(IEAb 2017)

5

(IEAf 2016)

6

(Bloomberg New Energy Finance 2017)

7

(Bloomberg New Energy Finance 2017)

8

See (Douris 2017) and (Shah 2017).

9

(IEAg 2017)

10 Microgrids are customer-sited electricity
generation and storage solutions — such as
solar with battery storage — that are
integrated, optimized using a software, or
digital, control system. Microgrids may be
interconnected with the grid or stand-alone.
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12 (P&S Market Research 2017)

power production at Pearl Street Station in

Germany led the way in early electrification

3

11 (IEAa 2017)

22 (IEAe 2017)
23 (United States Environmental Protection
Agency 2017)
24 See (Owens, The Renewable Power Era 2016)
for a discussion of renewable power
innovation.
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